
PC 6.8.3: High Chip Count FHE Platform 

High chip count systems, where many small semiconductor die (up to millions) are integrated into a fully 
functional electronic system, are currently not available as a platform for commercial or national 
security electronics applications. If available, such a capability could enable FHE (Flexible Hybrid 
Electronics) based on smaller chips, offering more mechanical bending flexibility or robustness than 
corresponding large die designs.  An example application is next-generation chiplet based detector 
arrays such as portable or large area high-performance flexible x-ray detectors for national security 
applications. The display industry is trying to put millions of chips (LEDs) into a single system, but current 
demonstrations are cost-prohibitive primarily because current assembly and integration approaches do 
not have the capabilities required to make high chip count systems practical. Robotic pick and place are 
too expensive.  Stamp and laser transfer need unique die processing, precluding mainstream standard 
silicon integrated circuits and general h  eterogeneous circuits.  Furthermore, stamping does not enable 
scalable sorting or efficient heterogeneity. There are currently no processes with the throughput and 
low cost required to make high chip count FHE systems mainstream.   

PARC is developing a fundamentally new chip printing process which aims to eventually address these 
challenges, ultimately targeting the control of pick and place with the breakthrough low cost of printing.  
The process takes chiplets in solution and then sorts, assembles, and transfers patterns of chiplets onto 
a final substrate for subsequent interconnect processing.  An active-matrix electrostatic array combined 
with chip image tracking and parallel feedback control software enables each chip to be individually 
moved parallel to unique positions. The process is general and can apply to various semiconductor types 
without special die processing (unlike other approaches).  Thus, various FHE with interconnected 
chiplets (sensor arrays, LED display, IOT circuits, etc.) could eventually be assembled onto the same 
substrate with the process.   

In this NextFlex project, PARC will improve its unique chip printer process to show integrated electrical 
interconnects and build higher chip count samples appropriate for electrical and mechanical testing.   

 

 

 


